
 

 

Title: Placement Day Celebrations Report at Adhiyamaan College of Engineering 

Date: 01.06.2024 

Venue: Main Block, Seminar Hall, Adhiyamaan College of Engineering 

Organizer: Career Development Centre 

Chief Guest: Mr. Victor Sundararaj 

Introduction: The Placement Day Celebration at Adhiyamaan College of Engineering was a 

remarkable event organized by the Career Development Centre. Held at the prestigious Aero Seminar 

Hall, the ceremony aimed to recognize the achievements of students and celebrate the successful 

placement of graduating students. 

Event Highlights: 

Mr.Victor Sundararaj graced the occasion as the Chief Guest. In his insightful speech, he 

emphasized the importance of skill development, adaptability, and perseverance in the rapidly 

evolving job market. The most significant highlight of the event was the distribution of placement 

offers. A total of 381 offers were distributed to graduating students, marking a significant milestone 

in their professional journey. Mr. Victor Sundararaj personally handed over the offers to the 

delighted recipients, fostering a sense of accomplishment and pride among the students. The event 

provided an excellent platform for students to network with industry professionals, fostering 

meaningful connections and exploring potential career opportunities. Informal interactions and 

networking sessions enabled students to gain valuable insights and expand their professional 

network. Our Beloved Principal Dr.G. Ranaganath Delivered the Presidential Address to the 

Offered students. MCA Department Placement Coordinator Mr.Sakthivel Nageswaran Delivered 

the welcome address, Dr.P.Karuppasamy Training and Placement Officer Presented the Placement 

report and Ms Sreenithi , Placement coordinator of  ARCH Department Delivered the Vote of 

Thanks. 

The Placement Day Celebration at Adhiyamaan College of Engineering was a resounding success, 

symbolizing the culmination of years of hard work, dedication, and perseverance. The event not only 

celebrated the achievements of students but also inspired them to embark on their professional journey 

with confidence and determination. With a plethora of placement offers and invaluable insights gained, 

the graduating students are well-equipped to excel in their chosen career paths. 

Overall, the event served as a testament to the college's commitment to nurturing talent, fostering 

industry-academia collaboration, and preparing students for the challenges of the ever-evolving global 

workforce. 
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